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Understanding the problem
There is no incentive to help out on a blog or social media besides gratitude.

There are professionals you can go to to obtain help in specific sectors.

Professionals are expensive and sometimes do not have personal experience on the issue.

We are busy attending to our individual needs and run out of time for ourselves for personal growth.

 We seek  answers in various places on the internet, but we seem to end up missing the point of connection with 
individuals who have similar experiences. 

People have genetic, behavioral and environmental  influences that dictate who we are.

We can overcome our shortcoming and improve our development together. 
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Clean-SL8 decided to use “Monero” which is the foundation of our coin framework. “Monero” coins code is available and is 
allowed to be used freely by the public. You can check the code on “Github” link provided here 

https://github.com/monero-project/monero

Clean SL8 used this cryptographic framework over other code framework because we required an importance in privacy.

The reasons we chose “Monero” for our project to build our framework over is because “Monero” code has existed since 2014 
and has digital patina if there was oxidation of digital currency, it could be found on “Monero”. Privacy is a big selling point  to 

investors when it is involving cryptocurrency. The purpose for our coin being in the form of a “privacy” coin is not intended to be 
competing with other coins that are privacy based in this industry.  We chose to use “Monero” as our framework because it has the 

ability to be anonymously transferred from one wallet to their recipients wallet while maintaining anonymity. 

Allowing users to operate is critical to protecting their privacy. Our “Clean SL8”  platform allows clients to gain guidance from 
helpful individuals. “Clean-SL8” is committed to customers privacy. “SL8” coins purpose is meant to be used to help individuals that 
are interested to reach out for help with our platform. The platform allows individuals to seek out help and help others anonymously.

Introverted and extroverted individuals can seek or help others equally. 

Our “SL8” coin will be implemented into the platform as a form of currency that can be transferred from one party to another in 
exchange for help of their specific needs.

Clean-SL8 will be improving our platform to include a “Family Tree” this will also include our currency to purchase space to fill 
your tree slot
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Purpose of our SL8 coin
Disclaimer generalization for our ICO and community

We are not responsible if you choose to send your personal information individuals using our platform. It is 
understood that when you are using our platform, we require you to never give out your personal information, name, address, 
phone numbers or anything linking you as an individual to another party on our platform. Sending personal information to 
someone you do not know is dangerous!  Please understand your security as individuals is very important to us. 

If you agree to use our platform, we are not responsible for any advice received or consequences 
therein 

“SL8” coin has functionality embedded in our project currency. We are not promoting our coin to obtain a future profit. 
Our coin is meant to be used for our platform. SL8 functionality will be used on our Clean-SL8 platform to exchange work for 
our currency. We will be using our SL8 coin on our platform where you will be able to purchase our “Family Tree Space” to 
create your own section that will be devoted to your information. We are designed to have utility involved in our coin “SL8”. 
We are informing you that this coin is not to obtain future profit and is intended for being strictly used as a coin that has 
purpose on our platform. 

If we reach our soft cap we will not issue refunds. If we reach our soft cap and do not reach our hard cap, remaining 
coins will be destroyed that were not sold that were created for the ICO.

Funds that are raised at ICO will be used to improve our platform. Our platform includes maintenance of our 
project.

This includes hiring employees to further our project and develop our project from our foundation
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Project objective

Clean-SL8 project facilitates better communication between large population pools.

Our platform will allow average smartphone users a communication platform that allows them to 
install for free!

We will have a tip based system that allows teachers and seekers pay in the form of our currency SL8 
forked off of “Monero”.

We will take Five Percent of the tip plus a (yet to be determined transaction fee.)
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Project timeline

January    
2018

We are already on 
Coinschedule.com 
for our launch of 
ICO and our wallet 
is functionable.

March 27th 
2018

Pre Mine of 
our coin for 
ICO and 
Interactive 
Coin Burn Pool 
Testing

ICO Launch 
Date
May 2nd 2018 
12PM- May 
9th 12PM UTC

May 9th 2018R

M

Litora Main Net 
Launchpsuolor sit 
amet, consectetur 
adipiscing.

October 21st 
2018

Quis DiamAlpha Release

Dem ipsum dolor sit 
amet, consectetur 
adipiscing.

2019

Dolor Lorem

Historical data 
project 
beginsem ipsum 
dolor sit amet, 
consectetur 
adipiscing.

  

May 
2nd-May 
9th 2018
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Clean-SL8 on mobile
This is our main 
screen.

Clean SL8 mockup 
template of our 
chat 
communication 
section where 
individuals can 
communicate with 
people who fit 
criteria needed.

Example: Divorce 

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit. 
Curabitur eleifend a diam quis 
suscipit. Fusce venenatis nunc ut 
lectus convallis, sit amet egestas mi 
rutrum. Maecenas molestie ultricies 
euismod.
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How we bring value to our investors!

● There has never been an interactive coin burn before in the crypto space.
● We not only have leverage in this idea, we also have the first seat for life coaching on 

blockchain.
● We are serious about our vision and plan to develop this project before our project takes a 

back seat to another company driving the train in our niche.
● “www.Ancestry.com” is the historical data outlet we are trying to mirror.
● This next section for our platform involves a project similar to their family tree business
● We would like to get into historical data in a private manner and also a public manner
● We would like to allow a pay wall behind important information like a autobiography.
● We believe in the preservation of historical data and the need to keep it intact.
● Years from now you will be glad this historical data was archived by blockchain when our 

government decides they would like to remove all form or trace of specific “History”
● We provide adequate information to our investors and establish trust up front!
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Technical Overview
Project Overview

Phase One:

             Clean SL8 project involves cryptographic currency. Clean SL8 plans to create a modified version of 
protocol of Monero. The protocol will be ran using “Monero” algorithm, “CryptoNote” to mine our SL8 coin. Our 
coins name is Clean Slate Shills. (SL8) The maximum coin supply for this coin is fifty million coins(50,000,000). 
Pre-mine of 10M before launch for ICO and interactive  coin burn.  Development will receive 1.5M. The second 

amount of 5M will be stored in a separate wallet that SL8 founder will control, to be used in distribution to 
random generated wallets and for I.C.B. This is a future idea to promote our fundamental Interactive Coin Burn 
which makes our project unique. Clean SL8 plans to partner with a current project, that we will implement into 
our working mechanics of our SL8 coin. The next step in this phase, is to create a wallet to store our coin via 
web based wallet. We plan to have a future app developed and created for Android devices after launch of our 
project. Clean SL8 will deliver information about when these developments are hitting our roadmap. The next 

step to our project is to create a mining platform where we can generate income which will help further develop 
our projects journey. This will have other coins such as “Monero”, “Ubiq” and other minable coins that are in 
the cryptographic industry along with our new coin forked SL8 off of “Monero”. Our coin will then be used in a 

Initial Coin Offering or I.C.O. of short to further develop our platform!
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Phase Two:

We will be using our coin to perform coin burns directed by the community. This will be available 
and is where a partnership or use of a outside platform is needed. There is an application that is already 
in development that we can implement within our own platform to make things available for active 
community holders of our currency. This is just optional to participate. The idea is to vote on how many 
coins we burn. This will occur every time 5000 blocks are mined. We will take a vote built on a platform 
that is using blockchain technology This allows us to decide what amount the community wants to burn. 
The platform is using blockchain technology and will minimize double voting and will give us accurate 
decision based on the community for our interactive coin burn to occur.

 If for any reason, there is indecision on how many coins to burn occurs, Clean SL8 will push the coin 
burn to the next 5000 block that is mined and will burn the amount voted on at the next coin burn. We 

will also give out the amount we planned to give to wallet owners during that same next period.
At the next 5000 block mined
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Phase Three:

We will now expand our website from our mining pool. SL8 will start our 
pre-mine of 10 Million coins. We will do testing to ensure our mining pool is 

stable for launch.

Phase Four:

We will offer  to buyers interested in the project on day one  ICO of 3.5M coins 
$00.06 USD May 2nd  12PM 2018- May 09 12 PM 

Payments will be accepted ETH, LTC or BTC.
Coin will go live and we will start countdown to first ever Interactive Coin 

Burn ever created.

                         Our Soft cap goal is $100,000 USD , Hard cap is $315,000 USD
First 24 hours of ICO we will have a 10% discount to investors. ICO after 24 
hours  is fixed price and can be found in this document.
 If soft cap is not reached we will refund all purchases of coins.
  If we reach our soft  cap and do not reach Hard cap we will destroy the 
remaining coins that were used during the ICO!
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Phase Five:

          Clean SL8 is building an “Android” wallet which will allow you to store our currency with your smartphone on our 
app.

This application will be our first smartphone application and will be created after Launch of Alpha.
This section  explains what our  SL8 coins purpose is and how we are planning to bring value to our investors.

We plan to create a platform where we will focus on “Life Coaching”.
There are professionals which you could go to when you feel like you need help with a specific problem such as a 

psychiatrist for mental help.  Another example is for example you are having a drug dependence and would like to stop.
But there is no incentive to help each other. We may not be professionals! We have been through some issues and 
hardships that professionals have not. We should empower each other with our knowledge and save each other the 

daunting task to walk through troubles alone. This is where our community is built upon and we plan to revolutionize 
how we help each other.

Life coaching is a 2 Billion  dollar industry.
We would like to infuse our project into the industry to bring our platform tool to regular smartphone users and be made 

readily available download for free.
We plan to monetize life coaching anonymously! So seekers can get help. This will be a tip based platform this allows 
seekers to post a issue, where qualified profiles that have dealt with similar situations or hardships. Teachers that feel 

experienced with the issue can chime in and offer their help based on their life experiences to help the seeker with 
insight  to help them through a life challenge. Clean SL8 will take a 5% fee per transaction along with transaction cost 

fees.
The rest that is sent will go directly to the recipient of the tip.
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This platform will create value because there are so many lives our platform will help. 
This will bring value to customers and will create a demand that can be met that is currently 

barren. We will create a way for customers to purchase our coin on our platform and will 
create a future feature where they can convert their coins back to Fiat currency for a small 

fee including transaction fees.

Clean-SL8 platform was inspired from a life of hardships and we wanted to bring to life, 
a tool  to communicate our hardships or problems with similar individuals that have been 

through the greener side.
This will also allow individuals to share their experience in vast categories that fulfill the role 

of teacher.
This will be a platform/tool for the future to keep individuals communicating their needs when 

life comes on life terms basis.
We intend to have mockup designs up on our website as soon as we are able to continue the 

development of our next stage of our project.
Currently, we are working on recruiting talented individuals to join our team.

7D.
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Part 2

            Clean SL8 plans to be adding a new layer to our project that involves storing historical data on 
the block-chain. We plan to allow community users to store information like a autobiography. 
Clean-SL8 platform will allow private storage of this information. We like to preserve data to stay 
factual and minimized tampering of events. We as a team would like to bring to life a platform, that 
allows our users to create a family tree on the blockchain. This is important because stored data on a 
computer or written document can be lost or stolen. The idea is to keep history intact. We are looking 
into expanding this idea also to all forms of history. Clean SL8 would like to build a different section 
that allows users to upload credible sited history data which must be reviewed by other community 
members to submit data as a form of factual information. We plan to develop this part of  our project 
after launch of Alpha.

          The purpose for this section of our platform is to allow our community to keep history 
unchangeable after they are gone. Clean-SL8 would like to have a barrier behind the families 
autobiographies and family tree. In the Future, companies may request information on a specific 
family. This will allow the family that has their information stored behind our barrier, able to negotiate 
a price willing to unlock information the family tree owner is willing to reveal. We plan to implement 
our currency into this system as a form of payment for the barrier unlock.
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Target audience

Our Target audience is anyone from age 16-55 that has an Android smartphone and has knowledge in current 
smartphone technology

There  was 98-107 million smartphones using Android OS from data collected in 2015-2016 and is growing .

We are targeting users around the United States and Canada interested in life coaching.

Clean-SL8 would like to target teenagers developing issues involved in schools.

We feel an importance to help our youth Clean-SL8 plans to invest our time in our children.

Individuals who are shy in nature are perfect candidates for our platform because there is no real fictitious stigma 
attached to revealing information to an individual willing to help anonymously.
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According to “Kathleen Green in this article found in the link below at Bureau of Labor Statistics a article 
published January of 2017,

“https://www.bls.gov/careeroutlook/2017/youre-a-what/life-coach.html”

“The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) does not collect data specifically on life coaches. Instead, BLS counts 
these workers among rehabilitation counselors; educational, guidance, school, and vocational counselors; and 
personal care and service workers, all other. Life coaches may work for organizations such as residential care or 
treatment facilities, aiding clients who want to overcome challenges. Self-employed coaches sometimes work as 
consultants or contractors for businesses that offer life coaching as a wellness perk to employees.

According to an International Coach Federation report, the 2016 ICF Global Coaching Study, there were about 

17,500 coach practitioners in North America in 2015. Coach practitioners, a designation that excludes athletic or 

sports coaches, reported an average annual income from coaching of about $61,900. (The median annual wage for 

all workers was $36,200 in May 2015, according to BLS.)”
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 In this excerpt article from “Statista The Statistics Portal” data visualized by “Tableau”             
https://www.statista.com/statistics/232786/forecast-of-andrioid-users-in-the-us/

“This statistic illustrates the number of Android 
smartphone users in the United States from 2014 to 
2016. In 2016, it was estimated that there would be 
107.7 million smartphone users in the United States 
with Android as its operating system.
Android users in the U.S. - additional information 

Smartphones that run on the Android Operating 
System are the most popular on the market with 
Android OS accounting for almost 85 percent of the 
market share of smartphone sales to end users in 
2016. Android was founded in October 2013 by Andy 
Rubin and backed by Google, along with other major 
hardware and software companies such as Intel and 
Samsung, which formed the Open Handset Alliance. In 
October 2008, HTC released the HTC Dream, which 
was the first smartphone to use the Android Operating 
System. Although the adoption of Android was slow at 
first, it started to gain widespread popularity in 2010 
and became the best-selling smartphone platform by 
the end of the year.”
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Clean-SL8 
Historical data on 
block chain Start

We will 
implement our 

Side- Chain 
Project
2019

We take our project 
and develop a Side 

chain The project will 
allow individuals to 
submit data to be 

processed on our side 
chain

We will create a method 
for clients to submit 

information they would 
like publicly stored on 

our side chain as 
historical data.
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Clean-SL8 future plan layout for our project for Historical Data
Information will go 
under audit of our 

community After 10 
reviews of this 

information it will be 
loaded onto our side 

chain public database

If information is 
added in error after 

audit process, 
Clean-SL8 will 
have a reward 

system in place for 
community 
members to 

correct for a gift of 
our SL8 coins

We plan to implement a separate 
section of this platform for private 

storage of information.
Allow users to create information 

of their family tree.
We will allow information pertaining 

to historical data and information 
like jobs, life challenges/ struggles, 
experience. You can look at it like a 

family tree of data or like an 
autobiography.
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Clean-SL8
Founder and 

President
James E. Erskine

Legal

Advertising/Marketing

Marketing 360
Pending Negotiation

Norton Rose Fulbright
Pending Negotiation

Android Developer

SP Tech USA
Pending Negotiation

Advisor

Simon Cocking

Debroah Crossing
Pending Negotiation

We are currently in communication with these businesses and working to get them on board.
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Fund Allocation
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This document does not constitute or form part of, and should not be construed as, any offer for sale or subscription of, 
or any invitation to offer to buy or subscribe for, any securities, nor should it or any part of it form the basis of or be 
relied on in any connection with, any contract or commitment whatsoever. Clean-SL8 expressly disclaims any and all 
responsibility for any direct or consequential loss or damage of any kind whatsoever arising directly or indirectly from:

(I)  any error, omission or inaccuracy in any such information or

(II)  any action resulting therefrom.

(III) reliance on any information contained in this document.

Any such offer or solicitation would only be made by a confidential offering memorandum and in accordance with 
applicable securities and other laws. None of the information or analyses presented are intended to form the basis for 
any investment decision, and no specific recommendations are intended. Accordingly, this document does not 
constitute investment advice or counsel or solicitation for investment in any security.

This document is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation to sell shares or 
securities in Clean-SL8, Clean-SL8 or any related or associated company.

The Clean SL8 Shills, or “SL8”, is a cryptographic coin. SL8 is not a cryptocurrency.
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At the time of this writing,

(I) SL8 cannot be exchanged for goods or services and

(II) SL8 cannot be traded on any known exchanges at this time, however we plan to list SL8 on coin exchanges in the near future.

There is no guarantee that the SL8 you purchase will increase in value. It may decrease in value. SL8 is not evidence of ownership or right to control. Controlling 
SL8 does not grant its controller ownership or equity. SL8 does not grant any right to participate in the control, direction or decision making of Clean-SL8.

REFUNDS

Contribution refunds will only be given if Clean-SL8 does not reach its minimum funding goal of 100,000 USD. SL8 coins sold via crowdsale.This will not include 
the transaction fee involved to send back your funds that it will cost to return funds. This will be an accepted loss. Any other refunds will be at the discretion of 
Clean-SL8.

GENERATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF SL8 Coin

SL8 coins will be generated after the completion of the final stage of the coin sale. SL8 coins will be distributed after investors provide the wallet address and 
correct amount they sent to our Clean-SL8 wallets we provided for the ICO to Clean-SL8 at zelwoodemilbus@gmail.com
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EXCHANGE RATES

The ratio of ETH, BTC or LTC to SL8 will remain constant throughout each stage of the coin sale, 
regardless of any fluctuations in price of each cryptocurrency.

COIN SALE PARTICIPATION

First 24 hours of ICO will be %10 off our fixed price

1 ETH = 14,945 SL8 Coins

0.5 BTC = 93,731 SL8 Coins

1 LTC = 3,788 SL8 Coins

It is the responsibility of the participants of the ICO coin sale to ensure they are legally allowed to 
exchange ETH, BTC or LTC for SL8 coins, in their country of domicile. Clean-SL8 accepts no 
responsibility for illegal participation, and does not have access to locations of each participant. 
Clean-SL8  company operates under United States laws and regulations.
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Thank You!

We look 
forward to 
hearing from 
you and your 
insight on our 
project.

Clean SL8


